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Historical Background: 
The Iraq Mission was begun in 1932 in response to a request of bishops in Iraq at the time when the 
country had just obtained its independence after four centuries of Turkish rule followed by fourteen years of 
British influence.  Catholic bishops in Iraq had made a request to Pope Pius XI for American Jesuits to establish 
a school in Baghdad.  The Pope turned to Rev. Ledochowski, the Jesuit Father General, who then contacted Rev. 
Edward Phillips, S.J. of the Maryland-New York Province who undertook the planning of a secondary school in 
Baghdad.  
This mission was funded by the Presidents of eight Jesuit colleges and universities in the United States 
who formed an association, the Iraq-American Educational Association in Baghdad, to assist the educational 
work in Iraq. The eight institutions were: Boston College, the University of Detroit, Fordham University, 
Georgetown University, Loyola University in Chicago, Loyola University in New Orleans, St. Louis University, 
and the University of San Francisco.  This agreement was later registered and approved by the Ministry of 
Interior in Baghdad.  Responsibility for the mission was assigned to the New England Province.  Over time, the 
mission consisted of two schools for the general public:  Baghdad College and Al Hikma University, an Arabic 
House of Studies for Jesuits, and a Minor Seminary. 
The initial work for the school was done by Rev. Edmund A. Walsh, S.J. of Georgetown University in 
1931.  In 1932, Rev. William A. Rice, S.J. of the New England Province was named Superior of the Mission 
and went to Iraq with one other Jesuit, Rev. Edward F. Madaras, S.J. of the Chicago Province.  Rev. J. Edward 
Coffey, S.J. of the New York Province, and Rev. John A. Mifsud, S.J. of the California Province followed soon 
after.  They established Baghdad College, a high school for boys offering a six-year college preparatory science 
curriculum.  Four years of physics, chemistry, biology and six years of mathematics were required, all taught in 
English, although most other subjects were taught in Arabic.  
For many years the Rector of Baghdad College also served as the Superior of the Mission.   In 1939, 
Francis B. Sarjeant, S.J. became Superior-Rector and in 1945, Edward F. Madaras, S.J. assumed the office.  In 
1952, Thomas Hussey, S.J. was named Superior-Rector. In 1958, Michael J. McCarthy, S.J. served in the post. 
The first Superior of the Mission, distinct from the Rectors of Baghdad College and Al-Hikma University, John 
J. Williams, S.J., was appointed in 1961 and Michael J. McCarthy, S.J. became the first Rector of Baghdad 
College who did not also serve as Superior.  In 1965, John A. Carty, S.J. became Rector of Baghdad College and 
stayed in the office until the school closed in 1969.  In 1967, John J. Donohue, SJ was named Mission Superior 
and held the office until the Jesuit mission in Iraq ended.     
In 1956, a second institution named Al Hikma University was opened by the Jesuits. This institution 
was begun at the urging of parents who were impressed with the education at Baghdad College. In 1956 the 
Iraqi government granted the Jesuits 170 acres of land to house the school.  Al Hikma initially offered two 
programs of study: business administration and civil engineering. In 1964 a liberal arts program was added.   
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Al Hikma began as an all male institution and became co-educational in 1962.  Of its 700 students, one-fifth 
were women and the enrollment kept increasing despite the fact that the institution charged admission while the 
University of Baghdad did not. John P. Banks, S.J. was appointed Rector in 1958 and in 1965, Richard J. 
McCarthy, S.J. served in the position until the Jesuits were expelled in 1968.   
From 1932 until 1969, Iraq’s population grew from 3.5 million to 8.5 million and the Jesuit population 
from four to sixty-one.  Also during this time, the Jesuit schools’ student population rose from 120 students in 
one building in 1932 to 1,100 students in ten buildings at Baghdad College and to 700 students in five buildings 
at Al Hikma.  Most of those fifteen buildings were constructed by Leo Guay, S.J. The building projects were 
funded by grants received from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the Catholic 
Near East Welfare Association. 
A Lay Apostolate program was established during the 1960s. These “lay apostles”, “lay missionaries”, 
or “lay volunteers” were mostly American college graduates who volunteered to teach while living at the 
institutions.  Most of them were graduates of Jesuit colleges and universities in the United States.  The numbers 
of lay apostles increased each year and by 1969, sixty lay apostles had participated in the program.  They served 
at both Baghdad College and Al-Hikma University.  (See: RG 11.1 Missions Offices Records, Personnel Series 
for information on the Lay Missionary / Apostolate program.)   
The government in Iraq was far from stable.  There were forty-one changes of government during the 
thirty-seven years of the Mission to Iraq; with seven coups occurring from 1937-1941.  On July 14th 1958, a 
revolution took place, King Faisal II was assassinated, and the form of government changed from a monarchy to 
a republic.  Two events occurred in 1967 and 1968 that led to the expulsion of the Jesuits:  the Six-Day War in 
June, 1967 and a coup that ushered into power the Baath Socialist Party in July, 1968. “In June 1967, the Israelis 
took over Arab territories and displaced Arab refugees.  The wave of anti-American feeling reached new 
intensity because of the U.S. stance in the area and it became clear that the continued presence of American 
Jesuits was more tenuous than ever” writes Rev. Joseph MacDonnell, S.J. in his introduction to Jesuits Along 
the Tigris.  In July 1968, a coup took place by a moderate political group, but this government was ousted a few 
weeks later by the Baath Party, a socialist group.  The Baath Party promised to rid Iraq of spies and Israeli 
aggression. In early September 1968 the new government announced that Al Hikma would be “Iraqicized”, 
meaning that it would take over the school and run it, with no compensation given to the Jesuits. At the time, the 
student population of Al Hikma had a larger percentage of non-Christians than Christians.  On October 30, 1968 
the new government stated that eight Jesuits were to be expelled from the country immediately. In retaliation, Al 
Hikma faculty decided not to teach until the reasons for expulsion were forthcoming. The government 
responded by ordering the twenty-eight Al Hikma Jesuits to leave the country within five days.  An inventory of 
all equipment, books, and buildings was conducted and the President of Al Hikma University, in the presence of 
the Apostolic Nuncio, signed the order to make it clear that this property was being taken from the Jesuits.  The 
Al Hikma Jesuits left Baghdad in late November 1968.  Nine months later, on August 29, 1969, the thirty-three 
Baghdad College American Jesuits received notification of dismissal from the country as well.  Two Iraqi 
Jesuits, Clarence J. Burby, S.J. and Yusuf H.R. Seferta, S.J. remained as Prefects of the Students for Baghdad 
College and taught religion, choosing to leave Iraq in 1970. Fifteen of the expelled American Jesuits continued 
to work in the Middle East: five in Egypt and ten in Lebanon.  Four went into scholarly work in Beirut; the rest 
of them went to other ministries in the United States and Jamaica. 
               During the 1970s, the former Al Hikma school buildings were used by the government as a trade 
school.  All equipment and library materials were given to the University of Baghdad.  Baghdad College 
remained a college preparatory school with the University of Baghdad supplying teachers. The church, the Jesuit 
cemetery, and the Jesuit residence were given to the care of the Chaldean Patriarch who used the residence as an 
orphanage.  
               In 2003, after the Ba’ath Party Government was overthrown and Saddam Hussein was executed, the 
New England Province began to work on a final property settlement regarding Baghdad College and Al-Hikma.  
Information about the process and settlement can be found in the records of Rev. Michael D. Linden, Assistant 
for International Apostolates, see Directors Records series.  
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—Much of the Baghdad Mission factual information was taken from a 1974 article by Rev. Joseph MacDonnell , S.J. & from 
“Al Hikma University, 1968” speech by Richard J. McCarthy, S.J., Rector-President of Al Hikma University. 
 
 
Scope and Content: 
 
 The NEJFM—Iraq Series is sub-divided into the following series:  Alumni and Reunions, 
Contracts/Essential Documents, Iraq Expulsion, Finances, Historical, Places/Works—Al Hikma, 
Places/Works—Baghdad College, Province Planning and Superiors’ Correspondence.  It covers the early 1930s 
to the 2000s.  The bulk of the records are from the 1950s and 1960s.  The Financial records are the most 
extensive. 
 The Alumni and Reunions series contains directories of alumnus, information related to reunions, 
Reunion Booklets and miscellaneous material.  This is the most recent material in the collection. 
 The Contracts/Essential Documents series contains copies of initial agreements with the Iraqi 
government, Statues, Constitution, Certificate of Incorporation and seizure documents.  Many of the earliest 
documents are copies made from microfilm, also included in the collection.   Also see:  RG 11.2 Iraq Mission 
Records, Superior of Mission Records for another file of essential documents.  
 The Iraq Expulsion series contains reports, memos, papers, correspondence, and newspaper clippings 
related to the expulsion of the American Jesuits from Iraq in 1968 and 1969, as well as information on the 
Baghdad properties and proposals for the future of the men on the Iraq Mission. 
 The Finances series contains information specific to the Iraq Mission and its works.  It contains records 
of benefactors, legacies and wills, financial reports and statements, foundations and grants sought and received, 
scholarships funded, and miscellaneous material. Grant oversight and administration materials from 
organizations include gifts from the Ford Foundation, the Gulbenkian Foundation, the Frank J. Lewis 
Foundation, and the Catholic Near East Welfare Association (CNEWA).  Fr. Hussey’s Promotional Work for Al 
Hikma University, 1958-1960, is very well organized and provides a great deal of material about Al Hikma, the 
institution, as well as various fund raising work.  
  The Baldwin Trust material requires clarification.  Mrs. Robert Baldwin became interested in the New 
England Jesuit work in Iraq in the 1950s.  She donated money to the work in Baghdad then set up a trust account 
to continue the work.  When she set up the account, half the money was to go directly to the Jesuit Missions of 
New England work in Baghdad, the other half to ACE, The Association for Cultural Exchange, a non-
denominational, tax-exempt organization whose Board of Directors included men prominent in their fields, 
which fell under the auspices of AJMA, the American Jesuit Mission Association office.  This ACE 
organization had previously been known as AID, the Agency for International Development.  ACE was renamed 
IED, Inc., International Educational Development, Inc. in 1963.  IED was created as a non-religious, secular 
incorporation in order to interface with the US Government as it was able to access excess government property 
and obtain foundation and government grants as well as US aid and US international development monies. Its 
primary function was to ship materials from the US to various missions, paid via the US Aid program. IED 
involved more than the New England Province Jesuits; it had members from various orders, dioceses, and lay 
organizations nationally.  When the New York Times reported in the October 1, 1967 newspaper that “the United 
States had been swindled out of $500,000 to finance a Lebanese school that doesn’t exist” and showed that the 
IED organization was directly involved, Mrs. Baldwin took steps to remove her money from the Trust.  The 
records of all of these various organizations and trusts are inexorably intertwined; therefore, the three boxes 
form one series. 
 The Historical series contains published articles about the Iraq Mission, excerpts of the diary of  Rev. 
William A. Rice, S.J., first Rector of the Iraq Mission and Baghdad College, and a diary kept during the regency 
of Rev. John P. Banks, S.J. who later became the President of Al Hikma College.  This series contains the house 
histories, although there may be others included in correspondence files.  Also included are reports and accounts 
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of various special events in the history of the mission, for example, the visit of the King of Iraq in 1957 and the 
visit of Fr. General Pedro Arrupe, S.J. in 1965.  Information files about the country and government of Iraq and 
the Middle East are also in this series.  Maps, publications, newspaper clippings, and materials generated by the 
U.S. Government are included. 
 The Places/Works Series is organized by school with a series for Al Hikma and another for Baghdad 
College. The Al Hikma series contains correspondence between Mission Superiors and the Province Offices, 
and files related to the establishment and growth of the school, planning and development, professor 
recruitment, promotional materials, statistics, relationship with the U.S. Government and miscellaneous files.  
The Baghdad College series consists largely of correspondence between Mission Superiors, other missionaries 
and the Province Missions Offices.  A small amount of promotional materials and statistics are included.  
Because Al Hikma was originally housed at Baghdad College, information about the earliest period of Al Hikma 
may also be included in the Baghdad College records of the 1950s. 
 The Province Planning series consists of reports generated during the phase of Province Planning in the 
years 1968-1969.  These reports contain histories, analysis, statistics and projections about the future of the Iraq 
Mission immediately following the Jesuit expulsion from Iraq. 
 The Superiors’ Correspondence consists of the letters between the Mission Superior and the various 
Province Mission Offices from 1953-1973.  When using this correspondence, remember that the Mission 
Superior and the Rector of Baghdad College were one and the same until 1961.  
 Most of the material is arranged alphabetically or chronologically.  Although there were some runs of 
well maintained and organized files, much of this material was quite fragmented.  The final arrangement is the 
creation of the archives. 
 
 Note:  The terms Iraq Mission and Baghdad Mission are used interchangeably by the Province. 
 
 Series    Page  Extent       
    Alumni and Reunions  Page 1-3 3 boxes:  1-5” box + 2-2.5” boxes = 1 linear foot 
    Contracts/Essential Documents Page 4  1-2.5” box = .25 linear foot 
    Iraq Expulsion   Page 5-6 2-5” boxes = 1 linear foot 
    Finances    Page 7-13 11 boxes:  9-5” boxes + 2-2.5” box = 5 linear feet 
    Historical    Page 14-20 6 boxes:  4-5” boxes + 2-2.5” boxes = 2.5 linear feet 
    Places/Works:  Al Hikma  Page 21-24 4-5” boxes = 2 linear feet 
    Places/Works:  Baghdad College Page 25-27 2-5” boxes = 1 linear foot 
    Province Planning   Page 28 1-2.5” box = .25 linear foot 
    Superiors’ Correspondence  Page 29 1-5” box = .5 linear foot 
 
 
Also see: 
 
• RG 11.2 Foreign Missions, Iraq Mission Records 
 
• RG 12 / RG 11 Audiovisual for photographs, films, VHS tapes (reformatted films), scrapbooks.  
 
• Photographs are also included in Manuscript/Personal Papers collections.   
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Folder Title Dates Box Folder 
 
 
Computer Printout of Baghdad College and Al-Hikma 
University Faculty, Graduates and Students 
1. Baghdad College Faculty, p. 1-3 
2. Baghdad College Graduates 1936-1970, p. 3-41 
3. Al-Hikma Graduates 1960-1969, p. 41-49  
4. Baghdad College Students, Yearly by Classes of Each 
Year, 1946-1970, p. 49 to 388 
1996 1-2.5” box  
    
Also see Excel spreadsheet file: BC-AH Students Complete at M:\LIB_ARCHIVES\Jesuit Province 
Archives\Record Group Collections\#11 Missions\RG 11.1 Missions Offices\NEJFM-Iraq for First Name, 
Last Name and Class Years and Year of Graduation.  Note:  This is not “complete”, some years are 
missing. 
    
Alumni Addresses 1960, 1963 2-5” box 1 
Alumni Addresses 1999 2 2 
Baghdad College and Al-Hikma University Alumni 
Association 
1996-2002 2 3 
Alumni Correspondence 1959-1966 2 4 
Alumni Correspondence [Fr. Joseph O’Connor file, includes 
curriculum material] 
1977-1980 2 5 
Alumni Correspondence with Fr. Paul A. Nash, S.J. 1985-1999 2 6 
Alumni Names:  Cognate Spellings of Last Names, complied 
by Fr. J.A. Paquet, S.J. 
1999 2 7 
Alumni Names:  Some Observations by Fr. J.A. Paquet, S.J. 1999, circa 2 8 
Baghdad College Class Photos with some identification, 
Classes of 1950, 1958, 1959, 1960, print-out of 
website 
2001 2 9 
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Directories    
Former Students of Jesuits in Baghdad; and Others 1969 2 10 
Directory of Alumni of Baghdad College and Al-Hikma 
University, 1976, February, 3 copies 
1976, Feb. 2 11 
Directory of Alumni of Baghdad College and Al-Hikma 
University, Deuxieme Edition, 1976, May, 3 copies 
1976, May 2 12 
Directory of Former Students of Baghdad College and Al-
Hikma University, Third Edition, 1977, Jan. , 3 copies 
1977, Jan. 2 13 
Directory of Former Students of Baghdad College and Al-
Hikma University, Fourth Edition, 1977, Nov. , 3 
copies 
1977, Nov. 2 14 
Directory of Former Students of Baghdad College and Al-
Hikma University, Fifth Edition, 1979, March, 3 
copies 
1979, March 2 15 
March 1979 Directory Work Sheets with corrections, 2 copies 1980, Jan. 2 16 
Directories of Baghdad College and Al-Hikma University, 
includes Jesuits, Alumni and Friends, 1 copy 
1991, Jan. 2 17 
Also see Baghdad Reunion Program Books for other 
directories  
   
    
Reunion Files    
Al-Hikma Get Together 1964 3-2.5” box 1 
Baghdad College and Al-Hikma Reunion 1974 3 2 
Reunion, 1st, Chicago, August 5-7, 1977 1976-1977 3 3 
Reunion, 2nd, Detroit, July 20-22, 1979 
See:  RG 12 Photos / RG 11 Iraq, Baghdad College for a photo of the 
Jesuits who attended 
1978-1980 3 4 
Reunion, 3rd, Boston College [clipping only] 1982 3 5 
Reunion, 4th, Detroit [clipping only] 1984 3 6 
Reunion, 7th, Chicago, July 12-15, 1990 1990 3 7 
Reunion, 12th, Boston [Framingham] 2000 3 8 
Reunion, 16th, Detroit [Reunion Mass] 2009 3 9 
    
Varia    
Two Year Calendar Celebrating 15th Reunion, 2 copies 2006-2007 3 10 
Clipping:  “Boys of Baghdad College Vie for Prime Minister,” 
New York Times, December 12, 2005 
2005 3 11 
Obituary:  Hindo, Brigadier Afram (friend of Jesuits) 1974 3 12 
Obituary:  Hermiz, Ramiz Yousif (B.C. Graduate and Director 
of Reunions) 
2011 3 13 
Varia  3 14 
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Baghdad Reunion Program Books 
Stored on bookshelves in Jesuitana Room, Province Authors Collection aisle 
Year # of copies Location of Reunion Notes 
1982 4 Boston 50th Anniversary of Iraq Mission 
1984 4 Detroit  
1986 4 San Diego  
1988 4 Detroit 6th Reunion 
1990 2 Chicago 7th Reunion 
1992 2 Detroit 8th Reunion 
1994 1 San Francisco 9th Reunion 
1996 4 Toronto 10th Reunion 
1998 3 Detroit 11th Reunion 
2000 2 Boston 12th Reunion 
2002 3 Toronto 70th Anniversary of Iraq Mission 
2004 4 Boston [Framingham] 14th Reunion 
2006 3 Chicago 15th Reunion 
2009 1 photocopy Detroit 16th Reunion 
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Folder Title Dates Box Folder 
 
 
Iraq-American Education Association, Inc. [Founding 
Documents] 
1932-1939 4-2.5” 1 
Records Baghdad [includes Association Agreement, the “Iraq-
American Educational Association in Baghdad”, 
Statues, Constitution, Certificate of Incorporation and 
Photocopy of Seizure, etc. 
1933, 1960, 
1969 
4 2 
Statues of the Iraq-American Education Association 
(IRAMEDA) [Document is a photocopy, probably re-
typed about 1970, of the Revised Statues of 1956.]   
n.d. 4 3 
Index to Microfilm of essential documents 1956 4 4 
Copies of essential documents from microfilm dated 1932-
1956 
n.d. 4 5 
Copies of essential documents from microfilm dated 1932-
1956 [acid-free paper copies and photos of property 
title deeds] 
2003 4 6 
Microfilm of essential documents 1956 4 7 
Cultural Agreement between the United States of America and 
the Republic of Iraq, copy 
1961 4 8 
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Folder Title Dates Box Folder 
 
   
 
Al-Hikma University 
  
 
 
    
Fr. Francis W. Anderson, S.J. Files:    
Baghdad – Summer of 1967 1967 5-5” box 1 
Iraq Coup, July 17, 1968, Clippings 1968 5 2 
Al-Hikma “Crisis”, Sept. – Oct. 1968 1968 5 3 
Al-Hikma “Crisis”, Nov. 1968 1968 5 4 
Al-Hikma “Expelled”, Dec. 1968 – May 1969 1968-1969 5 5 
Al-Hikma “Crisis” Publicity, Sept. 1968 – Dec. 1969 1968 5 6 
Bryan H. Baas, U.S. State Department, Correspondence 1967-1969 5 7 
Joseph L. Ryan, S.J., Vice- President and Academic Dean of  
Al-Hikma University, Correspondence 
Also see, RG 11.2, Joseph L. Ryan, S.J. Files 
1968-1969 5 8 
John J. Donohue, S.J., Superior of Iraq Mission, Letter of Dec. 
29, 1968, to expelled members of Al-Hikma 
Community [condensed version also circulated 
publically]  
1968 5 9 
Sawt Al-Hikma, No. 1, Dec. 17, 1968 1968 5 10 
    
Fr. John P. Banks, S.J. , Dean of School of Liberal Arts and former President of Al-Hikma Files: 
Al-Hikma Expulsion, Oct. 1968 – Aug. 1969, Folder 1 of 2,  
[includes text of talk given at Jesuit Missions Dinner, 
Holy Cross College, May 27, 1969] 
1968-1969 5 11 
Letter of thanks from Al-Hikma students on departure of 
Jesuits, Nov. 23, 1969, Folder 2 of 2 
1968 5 12 
    
For Files of President and Rector of Al-Hikma, see RG 11.2 Iraq Mission Records,  Richard J. McCarthy, 
S.J., Rector’s Files 
Also see:  History of the House Al-Hikma University, 1969 and Chronology of The Closing of Al-Hikma 
University in RG 11.1 Missions Offices > Iraq Mission > Historical Sub-series. 
Also see:  MS/Personal Papers of Paul A. Nash, S.J. for letters describing the situation. 
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Baghdad College  
  
 
 
    
Fr. Robert F. O’Brien, S.J. Files:    
Baghdad College—Preparations and Plans, Spring and 
Summer 1969 
1969 6-5” box 1 
Baghdad College Expulsion, Aug. – Sept. 1969 1969 6 2 
Baghdad College Post-Expulsion, Oct. 1969 – Feb. 1970 
[N.B.:  The thank you letters in this folder give the 
names of many of the people who provided assistance 
to the Jesuits.] 
1969-1970 6 3 
    
Fr. Francis W. Anderson, S.J. Files:    
Baghdad College Seizure, June – Sept. 1969 1969 6 4 
Baghdad College Expulsion Publicity, Memos, Folder 1 of 2 1969 6 5 
Baghdad College Expulsion Publicity, Clippings, Folder 2 of 2 1969                                            6 6 
    
Fr. John P. Banks, S.J. File:    
Baghdad College Expulsion, Sept. 1969 – Aug. 1970 1969-1970 6 7 
Also see:  RG 11.2, Iraq Mission Records > Superior of Mission, John J. Donohue, S.J. for additional 
Expulsion records and information, especially the Yosuf [Serfeta] and Clarence [Burby] Letters. 
 
Baghdad Property 
   
Al-Hikma Inventory, Sept. 12, 1968 1968 6 8 
Baghdad Mission Properties, Legal Correspondence 
[O’Brien/Banks File] 
1968-1972 6 9 
Baghdad Mission Properties [Anderson File] 1969-1971 6 10 
Bryan H. Baas, U.S. State Department, Correspondence 1969 6 11 
 
Baghdadi Personnel Proposals 
   
Proposals for Baghdadi’s – International Center for Cultural 
Studies by John J. Williams, S.J. 
1968 6 12 
Proposals for Baghdadi’s – Notes of Fr. R.J. McCarthy, S.J. on 
his Visit of Inquiry to Rome, Beirut, and Cairo, Jan. 
15 – Feb. 18, 1969 
1969 6 13 
Proposals for Baghdadi’s – Comments on Proposals 1969 6 14 
    
Iraq Mission Expulsion Personnel Relocation, see RG 11.1 Personnel Records 
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Mrs. Baldwin and Trust Fund: 3 boxes:  2-5” boxes + 1-2.5” box 
Correspondence files:    
Baldwin, Mrs. Robert H., Folder 1 of 3 1956-1960 7-5” 1 
Baldwin, Mrs. Robert H., Folder 2 of 3 1961-1962 7 2 
Baldwin, Mrs. Robert H., Folder 3 of 3 1963-1966 7 3 
Baldwin, Mrs. Esther  1967-1974 7 4 
Mrs. Baldwin 1977 7 5 
Fr. Anderson’s files:  7  
Baldwin, Mrs. Robert [correspondence, Anderson File] 1965-1972 7 6 
Exchanges on the Revision of Baldwin Trust [Anderson file] 1957, 1968, 
1971, 1973 
7 7 
Meeting Requests re: Baldwin Trust Fund [Anderson file] 1967-1968 7 8 
Other papers to NY meeting—Jan. 1969 [Anderson file] 1967-1968 7 9 
Daily, S.J.,  Fr. Coleman—Baldwin Correspondence 
[Anderson file] 
1967-1968 7 10 
Baldwin Trust:    
[Fr. Hussey’s reflections on Baldwin Trust] 1965 7 11 
AID & IED-Beirut Fiasco of 1967, “Independence College” 1967 7 12 
Baldwin Trust Matter, Folder 1 of 3 1963-1980 7 13 
Baldwin Trust Matter, correspondence, Folder 2 of 3 1967-1968 7 14 
Baldwin Trust Matter, Folder 3 of 3 1978-1980 7 15 
Baldwin Trust 1988-1990 7 16 
Baldwin Scholarship Fund Account at Suffolk Franklin 
Savings Bank 
1962-1984 7 17 
“Development Program Suggestions for Our Colleges 
Overseas”/Fr. C. Ryan 
1960 8-5” 1 
Mrs. Baldwin and Trust Fund – Agency for International Aid (AID):   
AID: [notes & booklets] 1960s 8 2 
AID: [technical service contract info] 1963 8 3 
Mrs. Baldwin and Trust Fund – Association for Cultural Exchange (ACE):   
AID to ACE 1963-1965 8 4 
ACE: Development 1961-1963 8 5 
ACE: Fr. Clarence J. Ryan, SJ 1959-1962 8 6 
ACE: Fr. Clarence J. Ryan, SJ 1963-1964 8 7 
ACE: Report on Foundation Relations 1962-1963 8 8 
ACE: Varia 1959-1963 8 9 
ACE: Board Meeting: January 1964 8 10 
ACE: Board Meeting: January 1964 8 11 
ACE: Proposed Survey of American Jesuit 
Colleges/Universities 
1964 8 12 
ACE: “N.E. Province on ACE”/Hussey 1964 8 13 
ACE: [material from Fr. Hussey] 1964 8 14 
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Mrs. Baldwin and Trust Fund – International Educational Development, Inc. (IED): 
ACE: The Trust Question 1963-1964 8 15 
ACE to IED, Inc. 1965 8 16 
ACE and IED 1967-1968 8 17 
ACE: Correspondence 1962-1968 8 18 
IED: Board  1964-1971 9-2.5” 1 
IED: [reports, agreements] 1969, 1971 9 2 
IED: [correspondence] 1969-1970 9 3 
IED: [correspondence] 1971-1972 9 4 
IED: [committee meeting] 1971 9 5 
IED: [committee meeting] 1972 9 6 
IED: [committee meeting] 1973 9 7 
 
 
Benefactors:    
Azzaria, Georges J. 1959-1961 10-2.5” 1 
Bleecker, Mrs. T. Bache / Al-Hikma 1960-1962 10 2 
Cushing, Cardinal Richard J. / Appeal for Baghdad College 
and Al-Hikma, unsuccessful  
1964 10 3 
Kurtz, Howard G.  [Hussey file] 1960 10 4 
Shammas, Jules / Offer of property 1965 10 5 
Various Individual Benefactors [Hussey File] 1959-1960 10 6 
Donors to Iraq Mission, 1965 [Anderson File] 1965 10 7 
    
Estates, Legacies and Wills:    
McCarthy, John (brother of Michael J. McCarthy, S.J.) 1957-1961 11-5” 1 
Teal, Margaret F. 1971 11 2 
    
Financial Reports and Statements:    
Iraq Mission – Accounts – Monthly, 1965 1965 11 3 
Iraq Mission – Baghdad Accounts, 1965-1969 1965-1969 11 4 
Iraq Mission – Business Transactions 1960-1961 11 5 
Iraq Mission – Business Transactions 1964-1965 11 6 
Iraq Mission – Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.  1962-1970 11 7 
    
Al-Hikma University – Budgets1956-1960 1956-1960 11 8 
Al-Hikma University – Budgets 1956-1960, 1965-1969 
Promotional Material 
1956-1960, 
1965-1969 
11 9 
Al-Hikma University – Budget, 1965-1967 1965-1967 11 10 
Al-Hikma University – Financial Reports 1962-1967 11 11 
Al-Hikma University – Faculty Training Program Accounting 1964-1965 11 12 
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Financial Reports and Statements, continued:    
Al-Hikma University – Foundation Grants for Recruitment of 
American Professors, 1956-1964 and 1956-1967 
1964, 1967 11 13 
Treasurer of Al-Hikma University, 1960-1968 – Folder 1 of 2, 
Correspondence: Connell, Anderson and Pierce 
1960-1968 11 14 
Treasurer of Al-Hikma University, 1960-1968 – Folder 2 of 2, 
Financial information 
1960-1968 11 15 
    
Baghdad College – Baghdad Statements 1948-1957 11 16 
Baghdad College – Baghdad College Chapel Fund n.d. 11 17 
Baghdad College – Income and Expenses, 1952-1953 1952-1953 11 18 
Baghdad College – Land Question in Baghdad, excerpts from 
Bishop Rice’s Diary:  March 1932-Nov. 1934.  Edited 
by Fr. John J. Collins, S.J. [Anderson File] 
 11 19 
Baghdad College Treasurer, Folder 1 of 2, Correspondence  1959-1968 11 20 
Baghdad College Treasurer, Folder 2 of 2, Financial 
information  
1960-1968 11 21 
    
S.J. Communities – St. Joseph’s Residence, Treasurer 1966-1967 11 22 
    
Foundations and Grants:    
Reports and Summaries:    
Grants to Al Hikma University Prior to January 1960 1960, circa 12-5” 1 
Resume of Funds Requested of Foundations for 1) 
Scholarships & 2) Library Aid by ACE during 1962 
and the Al Hikma University Development Fund 
1960-1962 
1963, circa 12 2 
Chronological Summaries of Contacts with Corporations and 
Foundations with Results, 1960-1963 [probably 
Anderson] 
1963, circa 12 3 
Lay Professors on Grants, 1960-1964  [probably Anderson 
File] 
1964, circa 12 4 
Fund Raising – Al Hikma University [Hussey File] 1959 12 5 
Business Trips [Fund Raising for Al Hikma] – T.F. Hussey, 
S.J. 
1961-1963 12 6 
Al-Hikma Development, Foundation Requests, 1960-1962 1962, circa 12 7 
Al-Hikma Development, 1960-1964 1964, circa 12 8 
Approaches by ACE, 1962-1963 1964, circa 12 9 
Report to Fr. Provincial, June 1, 1964 1964 12 10 
Report on Approach to Foundations 1965, circa 12 11 
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The Lavin Company:    
The Lavin Company – General Reports on Fund Raising and 
the Company 
1960, circa 12 12 
The Lavin Company – Account 1960-1962 12 13 
The Lavin Company – Business Transactions [Correspondence 
and Reports] 
1960-1962 12 14 
The Lavin Company – Fr. Hussey’s Diary of Meetings 1960-1962 12 15 
The Lavin Company – General Application for Foundations, 
Corporations, etc.  [For Al-Hikma, Annotated copy] 
1961 12 16 
The Lavin Company – General Application for Foundations, 
Corporations, etc.  [For Al-Hikma, Final copy] 
1961 12 17 
The Lavin Company – Research [Memos] 1961-1962 12 18 
The Lavin Company – Barker, Humphrey [Correspondence] 1961-1962 12 19 
The Lavin Company – Bergman, Charles C. [Correspondence, 
Notes and Reports] 
1960-1962 12 20 
The Lavin Company – Lavin, James V. [Correspondence] 1959-1961 12 21 
The Lavin Company – Monks, Arthur [Correspondence] 1959-1964 12 22 
Foundations and Other Organizations:    
A.F.L. – C.I.O. [Correspondence] Folder 1 of 2 1960-1963 13-5” 1 
A.F.L. – C.I.O. [Book list] Folder 2 of 2 1962 13 2 
Allen (Vivian B.) Foundation 1963 13 3 
American Friends of the Middle East to 1962, Folder 1 of 3 1959-1962 13 4 
American Friends of the Middle East to 1962, Folder 2 of 3 1953-1959 13 5 
American Friends of the Middle East to 1962, Folder 3 of 3 1959-1963 13 6 
American Friends of the Middle East, 1963-1964 1963-1964 13 7 
American Friends of the Middle East, 1964, Al-Ani Exhibit 1964 13 8 
American Library Association 1962 13 9 
Catholic Near East Welfare Association (CNEWA), 1959-
1966 
1959-1966 13 10 
Catholic Near East Welfare Association, 1967 1967 13 11 
Also see:  Iraq Works / Places / Al-Hikma:  Establishment and 
Growth for  Correspondence and Memo to Cardinal 
Spellman re: gift of Catholics of the United States 
[CNEWA] and naming of buildings 
1958-1959   
Catholic Relief Services 1960-1962 14-5” 1 
Catholic Relief Services – Buses for Baghdad College 1959-1960 14 2 
CIOS (Comite International de l’Organisation Scientifique, 
Harold F. Smiddy) 
1960-1964 14 3 
Council for International Progress in Management [U.S. 
Affiliate of CIOS:  The International Committee for 
Scientific Management] 
1956-1964 14 4 
Council on Islamic Affairs 1959-1961 14 5 
Council on Islamic Affairs – Library for Al-Hikma ?? 1964-1965 14 6 
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Foundations and Other Organizations, continued:    
Cuneo Foundation 1961-1962 14 7 
DeRance Foundation, Dr. Donald Gallagher 1967-1970 14 8 
Esso – I.P.C.: Iraq Petroleum Co.  [Harold W. Fisher] 1959-1967 14 9 
Ford Foundation Request, June 6, 1955 1955 14 10 
Ford Foundation [For Al-Hikma, Anderson File] 1955-1957 14 11 
Ford Foundation [For Al-Hikma, Anderson File] 1959-1964 14 12 
Ford Foundation, Baghdad College Language Laboratory 
Project 
1962-1963 14 13 
Ford Foundation, Crisis: Report of Fr. Thomas Hussey re: 
Ford Foundation 
1967 14 14 
Ford Foundation 1967-1970 14 15 
Ford Foundation – Iraq Mission – Restoration of Unexpended 
Funds 
1970 14 16 
Gulbenkian Foundation, Folder 1 of 2 1961-1966 14 17 
Gulbenkian Foundation, Folder 2 of 2 1957-1965 14 18 
Institute of Current World Affairs 1960 14 19 
International Schools Foundation [For Baghdad College] 1959-1960 14 20 
Lewis Foundation [Frank J., For Al-Hikma] 1961-1962 15-5” 1 
Lewis Foundation Proposal 1962 15 2 
Merrill Trust, Charles E. [For Al-Hikma] 1960-1963 15 3 
National Science Foundation 1960 15 4 
Near East Foundation 1964 15 5 
New World Foundation 1961 15 6 
Parvin Foundation [Parvin Fellows Program, Princeton 
University] 
1961 15 7 
Raskob Foundation for Catholic Activities, Inc. 1959-1962 15 8 
Rockefeller Foundation 1959-1963 15 9 
Rockefeller Presentation (A. Monks, Lavin Co.) 1961 15 10 
Sloan Foundation 1961-1962 15 11 
U.S. Government, Point IV Program, Grant-in-Aid Request, 
February 18, 1955 
1955 15 12 
U.S. Government, FOA (Foreign Operations Administration) 
Contract and Al Hikma [Fr. Anderson File]  
1955 15 13 
Various Foundations 1960 15 14 
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Fr. Hussey’s Promotional Work for Al-Hikma University, 1958-1960:   
Fr. Thomas F. Hussey Diary, Dec. 1958-Oct. 1959 1958-1959 16-5” 1 
Fr. Thomas F. Hussey Correspondence with Fr. Michael J. 
McCarthy in Baghdad regarding fund-raising 
1959 16 2 
Fr. Thomas F. Hussey Correspondence with Fr. Provincial 
regarding fund-raising 
1960 16 3 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  Baghdad, Iraq, Notebook 1 of 2 – 
Mission Policy 1958, Al-Hikma Curriculum 1956, 
Folder 1 of 3 
1960 16 4 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  Baghdad, Iraq, Notebook 1 of 2 – Al-
Hikma’s Case 1960, Folder 2 of 3 
1960 16 5 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  Baghdad, Iraq, Notebook 1 of 2 – 
Foundations 1955-1960, Folder 3 of 3 
1960 16 6 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  Baghdad, Iraq, Notebook 2 of 2 – 
Individuals 1959-1960, Folder 1 of 3 
1960 16 7 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  Baghdad, Iraq, Notebook 2 of 2 – 
Companies and Associations 1958-1960, Folder 2 of 3  
1960 16 8 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  Baghdad, Iraq, Notebook 2 of 2 – 
Publicity 1959-1960, Folder 3 of 3 
1960 16 9 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  U.S. Government, Baghdad, Iraq:  
Preliminary Report 1954,  Request 1955, Agreement 
1955, Henry Wiens 1958-1959,  and Others 1958-
1960, Folder 1 of 3 
1960 16 10 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  U.S. Government, Baghdad, Iraq:  
Needs of Al-Hikma:  Faculty, 1958-1959, Furnishings, 
Temporary Development Plan 1960, Fund Raising 
1959, Library 1959, Folder 2 of 3 
1960 16 11 
Fr. Hussey Notebook:  U.S. Government, Baghdad, Iraq:  
Faculty of Al-Hikma University 1959-1960 
1960 16 12 
    
Scholarships:    
[Al-Hikma Scholarships] 1967 17-5” 1 
Anderson Scholarship [Agnes Anderson, sister of Fr. Francis 
W. Anderson, for Baghdad College] 
1962 17 2 
Baldwin Scholarship, see Baldwin Trust Series  7 Box/Folder 
list p. 7 
Correspondence with Catholic Near East Welfare Association 
(CNEWA) concerning funds allocated to Baghdad 
College for its work in training Chaldean boys for the 
priesthood 
1960-1967 17 3 
Kennedy Foundation  [Kennedy memorial Scholarships] 1967-1968 17 4 
Seminary – Mrs. McGowan, 1964-1965 1964-1965 17 5 
Seminary – Mrs. McGowan, 1966-1969 1966-1969 17 6 
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Other:    
Iraq-American Educational Associates Special Account 1955 17 7 
Fr. Guay – ICA Correspondence [Fr. Anderson File] 1956-1957 17 8 
I.E.D. (International Educational Development, Inc.) and Iraq 1966 17 9 
Budget (General) [Expense Allocation Policies] 1963-1970 17 10 
Proposals of John J. Donohue, S.J. on Financial Policy 
regarding Sabbatical Summer and Summer Studies of 
Baghdad men returning to U.S. [Fr. Anderson File] 
1966-1967 17 11 
Sisters of the Presentation, Baghdad 1966-1967 17 12 
Baghdad books, 1969 1969-1970 17 13 
Finances After Expulsion [Anderson File] 1969-1972 17 14 
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Pre-Dates Assignment to New England Province 
   
Jesuits who passed through Baghdad, 1600-1700 and List of 
Bishops of Baghdad 
1940, circa 18-5” box 1 
 
Historical Material about New England Province Iraq Mission 
Articles about Iraq Mission and Works:    
“American Jesuits Enter ‘Iraq” by Fr. William A. Rice, S.J., 
Jesuit Missions, May 1932 
1932 18 2 
“Baghdad College” by Fr. Rice, Nuntio de Missionibus, Sept. 
1938 
1938 18 3 
American Jesuits in Baghdad, Along the Tigris, Jesuit 
Missions booklet, published between 1947-1950.  
Article titled: “College in the Desert” by Edward F. 
Madaras, S.J. 
1947-1950 18 4 
“Un Collegio nel deserto” by Edward F. Madaras, S.J., 
published in Societas 
1951, January 18 5 
“Baghdad Revisited” by Francis W. Anderson, S.J., published 
in The Sign 
1951 18 6 
“The Story Behind the Chinese Egg” by Alfred J. Jolson, S.J., 
published in Jesuit Missions  
1955 18 7 
“Thirty Years Along the Tigris” by Clement J. Armitage, S.J., 
published in Jesuit Missions 
1962 18 8 
“We Started Something” by Walter J. Young, S.J. published in 
Jesuit Missions 
1962 18 9 
“Shining in the Desert” [Al-Hikma] by Clement J. Armitage, 
S.J., published in Jesuit Missions 
1964, March 18 10 
“Al-Hikma University Looks Both Ways” by John P. Banks, 
S.J., published in Viewpoints 
1964, October 18 11 
“Extending the Rite Hand” by Robert B. Campbell, S.J., 
published in Jesuit Missions 
1965, 
November 
18 12 
“After the Revolution Entered Al-Hikma University,” 
Translation of An Interview with Dr. Fadhil Hussein, 
Iraqi President of Al-Hikma, Feb. 10, 1969 
1969 18 13 
“Expulsion Without Bitterness,” by John P. Banks, S.J., 
published in the Holy Cross Quarterly, Vol. 2, No. 4, 
Summer 1969 
1969 18 14 
Articles from The Jesuit, Winter 1969, “ Baghdad Diary—Last 
Entries” and “The Desert Wanderers, Present Status of 
Jesuits Expelled from Baghdad”  
1969 18 15 
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Historical Material about New England Province Iraq Mission, continued 
Articles about Iraq Mission and Works, continued: 
“Jesuits Expelled from Al-Hikma University” by John J. 
Donohue, S.J., published in the Jesuit Yearbook, 
1969-1970 
1970 18 16 
“My Friends—the Arabs” by Fr. John P. Feeling, S.J., 
published in The Jesuit Bulletin, Feb. 1970 
1970 18 17 
“Whatever Happened to the Jesuit Mission in Baghdad?” by 
Fr. Joseph MacDonnell, S.J. 
1973-1975 18 18 
“Iraq:  August, 1969, The Death of a Mission” by Joseph F. 
MacDonnell, S.J., no source identified, possibly 
National Jesuit News 
1974, circa 18 19 
Draft, with correspondence, of Joseph MacDonnell article on 
expulsion from Baghdad 
1973-1974 18 20 
“Faith, Education, and Nationalism in Interwar Iraq:  The 
Mission of the American Jesuits, 1931-1941” by 
Charles G. Bashara, Master’s Thesis 
1985 18 21 
“Outline History of Baghdad College and Al-Hikma 
University” [for Reunion Booklet] 
n.d. 18 22 
“Outline History of Al-Hikma University” [for Reunion 
Booklet] 
1982 18 23 
“Alumni Remember the Baghdad Jesuit Mission” (for NJ 
News Sept. 25, 1988) by Joseph F. MacDonnell, S.J. 
1988 18 24 
“B.C. High Jesuits Recall Years Spent in Iraq,” by Jack Dunn, 
published in The Reporter, September 15, 1990 
1990 18 24a 
“In Support of the People of Iraq,” by Joseph F. MacDonnell, 
S.J., published in The Bridgeport Post, Dec. 15, 1990 
1990 18 24b 
Articles / Newspaper clippings 2003-2004 18  24c 
“Jesuits in Baghdad” Holy Cross Magazine, Spring 2011, 2 
copies 
2011 18  24d 
“The American Age, Iraq,” by Anthony Shadid, published in 
Granta magazine, No. 116, Summer 2011, p. 223-249.  
Also see:  Transcript of radio interview, filed under 
Historical, Other. 
2011 18 25 
    
    
    
    
    
Correspondence:    
Fr. William A. Rice. S.J. and Fr. William R. Crawford, S.J., 
Rector of Boston College High School 
1932-1935 18 26 
“The Iraketeer”, circular letters of Fr. Edward F. Madaras, S.J. 1933-1934 18 27 
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Historical Material about New England Province Iraq Mission, continued 
Correspondence, continued: 
Fr. Thomas B. Mulvehill, S.J. Monthly Letters to Missions 
Offices 
1959-1961 18 28 
Fr. Robert Cote, S.J. to Fr. Joseph L. Ryan, S.J. regarding the 
Library at Al-Hikma 
1971 18 29 
Fr. William Macomber, S.J.  to Fr. Simon Smith, S.J.  
circulated as “Memo to all ex-Baghdadis” 
1974 18 30 
Fr. Joseph E. O’Connor, S.J. to Msgr. John Nolan of the 
Catholic Near East Association:  Origin of Baghdad 
College 
1976 18 31 
Fr. Joseph MacDonnell, S.J. to Ramzi Y Hermiz re:  Jesuits by 
the Tigris, esp. Baghdad Property 
1993 18 32 
Fr. Vincent Lapomarda and Luay Allawi, alum 2014 18 33 
Also see:  Letters from Baghdad, Iraq for the Al Baghdadi in 
the Missions Offices Publications Series. 
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Historical Material about New England Province Iraq Mission, continued 
Diaries: 
Diary of Fr. William A. Rice, S.J. Sept. 1, 1931 – Dec. 1934:  
Beginnings of Baghdad College, First Residences and 
Classes, Purchase of Sulaikh Property, Opening of 
School at Sulaikh, Sept. 1934, edited by John H. 
Collins, S.J. with notes of Francis Anderson, S.J. 
1940s, 1950s 19-5” box 1 
Diary of John P. Banks, S.J., Call and Trip to Baghdad, Iraq to 
Begin his Regency, 1945-1948 with letters to family 
and friends. [Diary has only 1945 dates]  
1945-1948 19 2 
    
Histories:    
Historia Missionis Baghdadensis inde a die 9 Februarii 1932 
unsque ad diem 1 Januarii 1936 
1932-1936 19 3 
Baghdad College House History from 1939-1945 1939-1945 19 4 
Historia Missionis Iraquensis, Jan. 1 1956-Dec. 31, 1958 1956-1958 19 5 
History of the House of Al-Hikma University, Jan. 1-Nov. 25, 
1968.  Includes Chronology of The Closing of Al-
Hikma University by Thomas B. Mulvehill, S.J. [cross 
reference with Expulsion Series] 
1969 19 6 
Note:  There may be other House and Mission Histories 
included with Correspondence.  
   
    
Other:    
Jesuit Missions Museum, Materials sent to Jesuit Missions, 
Inc. N.Y. 
1935 19 7 
Notes of James L. Burke, S.J.:  L. Gallagher, S.J./ E.A.Walsh, 
S.J. on “Baghdad” [Beginning of mission to Iraq] 
1977 19 8 
Iraq Mission  1945-1946 19 9 
King of Iraq Visits Jesuit School, May 30, 1957 by Thomas B. 
Mulvehill, S.J. 
1957 19 10 
Aims and Policies of the Iraq Mission by Thomas F. Hussey, 
S.J. 
1957, 1958 19 11 
Visit of Very Rev. Peter Arrupe…to Baghdad, Dec. 21-22, 
1965 by Joseph L. Ryan, S.J. 
1965 19 12 
Visit of Fr. General Arrupe to Baghdad [photocopies of 
Photographs].  See RG 12 Audiovisual> Photographs, 
RG 11 Iraq Mission for prints. 
1965, Dec. 19 13 
Weston College Baghdadis, includes “The Arab Jesuit News”  1965-1967 19 14 
Iraq Mission:  Sociological Survey, Preliminary Report 1968 19 15 
Iraq Mission:  Newspaper clippings 1990s-2005 19   15a 
Baghdad College:  Newspaper article about alums 2005 19 16 
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Historical Material about New England Province Iraq Mission, continued 
Other, continued:    
Baghdad College:  National Public Radio Interview Transcript 
with Anthony Shadid, author of “The American Age, 
Iraq”, article published in Granta 116, Summer 2011.  
See Historical, Articles about Iraq Mission and 
Works, for a copy of Granta   
2011 19 17 
See RG 12 Scrapbooks, RG 11 for a “viewbook” of Baghdad College and Al-Hikma University, circa 1960.  [It is possible that 
this was used for fund-raising or was a mock up for a brochure.] 
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Historical Material about the Country of Iraq and Mid-East 
Maps:    
Maps of Iraq with Notes for Visitors 1929 19 18 
Atlas for Secondary Schools and Teachers’ Training Schools 1932 19 19 
Maps of Baghdad and Iraq 1950s-1960s 19 20 
Maps of Middle East and Near East 1950s 19 21 
Maps of the Middle East and Near East 1950s-1960s 19 22 
    
Books, articles, Newspaper clippings:    
Camera Studies in Iraq by A. Karim [2 copies of book]  1920s 20-2.5” 
box 
1-2 
“Useful as well as Oriental” vol 1 [p 1-98, scrapbook of 
letters, clippings] 
1932-1933 21-5” box 1 
“Useful as well as Oriental” vol 2 [p 99-152, scrapbook of 
letters, clippings] 
1932-1935 21 2 
[Scrapbook of newspaper clippings about Mid-East politics] 1933-1934 22-2.5” 
box 
 
[Scrapbook of newspaper clippings about the Mid-East] 1960-1961 23-5” box 1 
Clippings re: Iraq, from Iraq [in Arabic] [Fr. Murphy File] 1939 23 2 
Clippings re: Iraq, from U.S. Newspapers  [Fr. Murphy File] 1935, 1937, 
1940 
23 3 
Clippings re: Iraq, from the Iraq Times, Baghdad, [in English] 
[Fr. Madden File] 
1941 23 4 
[Newspaper clippings and magazine articles about the Mid-
East] 
1947-1984 23 5 
Report on Iraq, Visit of Nov. 2-7, 1953 by Robert E. 
Culbertson of the Neat East Foundation 
1954 23 6 
Iraq Background, U.S. Dept. of State, Public Services 
Division, 1957 
1957 23 7 
Welcome to Baghdad [U.S. Foreign Service] 1960, circa 23 8 
The Middle East, Issues in U.S. Foreign Policy, U.S. State 
Department 
1968 23 9 
“Revolt in the Desert” magazine  article by H. Stafford 
Northcote.  [Time period:  1941, magazine not 
identified] 
1960s 23 10 
“Educational Growth in Iraq in Fifty Years” by Dr. Matti 
Akrawi, published in Al Amiloon Fil Naft, May 1967 
1967 23 11 
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Historical Material about the Country of Iraq and Mid-East, continued 
Government of Iraq:    
Government of Iraq [Hussey] 1957-1962 23 12 
Consul General Iraq [in N.Y., Anderson] 1962-1966 23 13 
Coup, July 14, 1958 1958 23 14 
Full Text of New Association Law No. 1 1960 23 15 
Iraq – Political, 1963-1967 1963-1967 23 16 
Iraqi Educational Law Governing New Status of Al-Hikma, 
Dec. 1968 
1968 23 17 
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Correspondence:    
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1959-1961 – 
Correspondence, Banks and Hussey 
1959-1961 24-5” box 1 
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1962-1964 – 
Folder 1 of 2, Letters to Banks from Hussey  
1962-1964 24 2 
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1962-1964 – 
Folder 2 of 2, Letters from Banks to Hussey 
1962-1964 24 3 
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1964-1965 – 
Folder 1 of 2, Correspondence, Banks and Anderson 
1964-1965 24 4 
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1964-1965 – 
Folder 2 of 2, Financial information and other notes 
1964-1965 24 5 
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1965-1968 – 
Folder 1 of 2, Letters to Banks and McCarthy from 
Hussey, Anderson and Pierce 
1965-1967 24 6 
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1965-1968 – 
Folder 2 of 2, Letters from Banks and McCarthy to 
Hussey, Anderson and Pierce 
1965-1968 24 7 
President  [and Rector] of Al Hikma University, 1965-1968 – 
Correspondence McCarthy and Anderson 
1965-1967 24 8 
Dean of Al Hikma University, 1957-1958 – Letters from Ryan 
to Tobin regarding fund for teacher salaries 
1957-1958 24 9 
Dean of Al Hikma University, 1960 – Letters from Ryan to 
Hussey 
1960 24 10 
Dean of Al Hikma University, 1961 – Letters from Ryan to 
Hussey 
1961 24 11 
Dean of Al Hikma University, 1962-1964 – Folder 1 of 2, 
Letters to Ryan from Hussey 
1962-1964 24 12 
Dean of Al Hikma University, 1962-1964 – Folder 2 of 2, 
Letters from Ryan to Hussey 
1962-1964 24 13 
Dean of Al Hikma University, 1965-1967 – Folder 1 of 2, 
Letters to Ryan from Anderson and Pierce 
1965-1967 24 14 
Dean of Al Hikma University, 1965-1967 – Folder 2 of 2, 
Letters from Ryan to Anderson and Pierce 
1965-1967 24 15 
Al Hikma Jesuits with Hussey and others 1959-1961 24 16 
Al Hikma Jesuits with Anderson 1964-1968 24 17 
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Establishment and Growth of School:    
Al Hikma Chronology, 1955-1959 [Anderson] 1960, circa 25-5” box 1 
Al Hikma:  Proposals for entering field of Higher Education, 
1954-1955 
1) Preliminary and General Report on the Possibility 
of Opening a College of Arts and Sciences in 
Iraq, 1954 
2) Fr. Connell’s Diary of Presentation to Ford 
Foundation, 1955 
1954-1955 25 2 
Letter granting permission to begin courses and confirming 
grant of land with map, photocopy 
1956 25 3 
Map of Land Granted for courses of higher studies and Map of 
Baghdad showing location of Jesuit Houses and 
Property 
1956 25 4 
Letters concerning the opening of the Jesuit University Studies 
in Baghdad, 1956 
1956 25 5 
Letters regarding grants for Al Hikma, Sept. 1957 1957 25 6 
Al Hikma Cornerstone, May 14, 1958  1958 25 7 
Al Hikma:  Correspondence and Memo to Cardinal Spellman 
re: gift of Catholics of the United States [CNEWA] 
and naming of buildings 
1958-1959 25 8 
Al Hikma Seal 1960 25 9 
Statues of Al Hikma University of Baghdad, Revised 1966, 3 
copies 
1966 25 10 
Al Hikma Standing Committees, 1966, 3 copies 1966 25 11 
    
Planning and Development:    
Al Hikma Planning Procedures  1955-1962 25 12 
Al Hikma:  Outline of Temporary Development Plan by John 
P. Banks, S.J., Jan. 22, 1960 
1960 25 13 
Al Hikma:  Revised Development Program, 1961 1961 25 14 
Al Hikma:  Development Plan Memos for Library and 
Observatory, 1961 
1961 25 15 
Al Hikma:  New Library 1961 25 16 
Al Hikma:  Development General [Anderson] 1960-1964 25 17 
Al Hikma:  Development – Plans for Arabic Institute 
[Anderson] 
1964 25 18 
Al Hikma:  Oriental Institute Plans 1966-1968 25 19 
Al Hikma:  Self-study notes from John P. Banks, S.J. 1965-1966 25 20 
Al Hikma:  Fr. Richard McCarthy’s Visit to the U.S., Dec. 
1966-Spring 1967 [Anderson] 
1967 25 21 
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Professor Recruitment:    
Al Hikma Jesuit Faculty [Anderson] 1960-1964 26-5” box 1 
Al Hikma Lay Faculty 1957-1968 26 2 
Background Matter [Hussey] 1959-1961 26 3 
Briefing Material, 1965-1966 1965-1966 26 4 
Contracts 1961 26 5 
Forms For n.d. 26 6 
Fulbright Professors for Al Hikma, Fr. Richard J. McCarthy, 
S.J., President  
1967 26 7 
Professor Marketing Materials 1964 26 8 
Smith-Mundt Forms n.d. 26 9 
Sources of Information [Hussey] 1959-1963 26 10 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1959-1960 Faculty Needs 1959 26 11 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1960-1961 Faculty Needs 1959 26 12 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1961-1962 Faculty Needs 1960 26 13 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1962-1963 Faculty Needs 1961 26 14 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1963-1964 Faculty Needs 1962 26 15 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1964-1965 Faculty Needs 1963 26 16 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1965-1966 Faculty Needs 1964 26 17 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1967-1968 Faculty Needs 1966 26 18 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, 1968-1969 Faculty Needs 1968 26 19 
Al Hikma:  Professor Recruitment, Grantees in Iraq Under 
Education Exchange Program 
1960-1964 26 20 
    
Promotional Materials—Publications:    
Al Hikma Brochure Preparations 1961 26 21 
Al Hikma Brochure Comments 1962 26 22 
Al Hikma Brochure:  Teach Us To Serve…, 3 copies 1961 26 23 
Association for Cultural Exchange (ACE) Brochure 1962, circa 26 24 
Al Hikma Brochure:  Teach Us To Serve…, 3 copies 1967, circa 26 25 
Bulletin of Al Hikma University, Printer’s Proofs 1960 26 26 
Catholic Digest [Hussey] 1960-1961 27-5” box 1 
Publicity Material 1960 27 2 
Newsletter for Baghdad College and Al Hikma 
    University 
1960 27 3 
Newspaper clippings and Press Releases 1953-1977 27 4 
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Promotional Materials—Others:    
Case for Al Hikma University [Hussey] 1960 27 5 
Furnishings [Hussey] 1958-1960 27 6 
Library  1960 27 7 
Solar Energy Project 1960 27 8 
Statistics 1961-1964 27 9 
Varia 1959-1960 27 10 
    
Statistics:    
Al Hikma Graduates 1960-1963 1964 27 11 
Al Hikma Student Registration / Enrollment 1962-1965 1962-1965 27 12 
Al Hikma Teaching Staff 1963-1964 1963-1964 27 13 
Al Hikma Enrolment Projection for 1971-72, with an Outline 
of Jesuit Manpower Needs [includes statistics for 
1956-1965 and projections to 1972] 
1963, updated 
to 1965 
27 14 
    
U.S. Government:    
American Council on Education 1960-1962 27 15 
I.C.A. (Point-4) [International Cooperation Administration,  
Hussey file] 
1958-1963 27 16 
I.E.S. [International Education Exchange Service, Otis C. 
Trimble, Program Officer, Hussey file] 
1959-1961 27 17 
I.I.E. [Institute of International Education, Hussey file] 1959-1964 27 18 
International Educational, Cultural and Related Activities for 
Iraq, U.S. State Department publication 
1961 27 19 
People to People Program 1961-1963 27 20 
U.S. Book Exchange 1960 27 21 
U.S. State Department 1959-1963 27 22 
U.S.I.A. – Larry Hall, Gerald Dooher, &c. 1958-1963 27 23 
    
Varia:    
Al Hikma:  Politics, Prudence and Student Relations, [John P. 
Banks, S.J.] 
1963, circa 27 24 
Al Hikma:  General [Anderson] 1968 27 25 
Equipment Procurement, etc. [Anderson] 1965 27 26 
    
    
See Missions Offices, NEJFM Iraq, Historical Series for 
House Histories 
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Correspondence:      
Letter to Maurice V. Dullea, S.J. from Vincent Gookin, S.J., 
Dec. 28, 1935 
1935 28-5” box 1 
Letter to John J. Killeen from Frank Sarjeant, S.J., Feb. 27, 
1938 
1938 28 2 
Letter to Edward F. Madaras, S.J. from Nicholas A. Kunkel, 
S.J. regarding government aid to U.S. sponsored 
schools abroad  
1945 28 3 
Letters to Frank Sarjeant, S.J. from Epheny Abdal, May 23 
and Nov. 8, 1945, in French  
1945 28 4 
Letter to Sidney M. MacNeil, S.J. from David D. Newsom, 
U.S. Foreign Service regarding Fulbright assistance 
1952 28 5 
Letter to Frank Anderson, S.J. from Joseph Connell, S.J. 
regarding Dorothy Thompson and American Friends 
of the Middle East, May 22, 1952 
1952 28 6 
Letter and Memo to Arthur Sheehan, S.J. from Thomas 
Hussey, S.J. regarding need for Arabic teachers 
1955 28 7 
Correspondence regarding Diplomas for Baghdadi’s from 
Boston College [Anderson] 
1954-1957 28 8 
Also see:  Letters from Baghdad, Iraq for the Al Baghdadi in 
the Missions Offices Publications Series. 
   
    
Newsletter from Fr. Frank Sarjeant, S.J., Dec. 1934 1934 28 9 
Newsletters from Fr. Thomas F. Hussey, S.J. 1946-1949, 
1957 
28 10 
Newsletter from Fr. Stanislaus Gerry, S.J.  1948 28 11 
Newsletters from Fr. Joseph Merrick, S.J., Christmas 1948, 1950 28 12 
Newsletter from Fr. Leo Guay, S.J. 1949 28 13 
Newsletter from Fr. Harold R. Powers, S.J., Dec. 1966 1966 28 14 
    
Baghdad Business Correspondence, Rice, Madaras, and 
Sarjeant with Murphy 
1935-1940 28 15 
Baghdad Business Correspondence, Sarjeant, Madaras and 
Armitage with Madden and others 
1941-1943 28 16 
Baghdad Business Correspondence, Various  1944-1945 28 17 
    
Baghdad Shipping Correspondence 1935-1940 28 18 
Baghdad Shipping Correspondence 1938-1940 28 19 
Baghdad Shipping Correspondence 1941-1942 28 20 
Baghdad Shipping Correspondence 1943 28 21 
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Correspondence, continued:      
Baghdad Letters to Madden and Garavaglia from Sarjeant, 
Madaras and others  
1940-1943 29-5” box 1 
Baghdad Letters to Madden and others from many 1941-1943 29 2 
Baghdad Letters to Sargeant and Madaras from Garavaglia 1942-1946 29 3 
Baghdad Letters to McDermott and Garavaglia from many  1944-1946 29 4 
Baghdad Letters to Feeney and Garavaglia from many  1946, 1948 29 5 
Baghdad Letters 1948 29 6 
Baghdad Letters  1949-1950 29 7 
Baghdad Letters to Collins from many  1953 29 8 
Baghdad Letters to Anderson from many  1954 29 9 
Baghdad Letters to Anderson from many [contains Al-
Baghdadi material] 
1955-1956 29 10 
    
Correspondence, Jesuit Faculty at Baghdad College and 
Thomas Hussey, S.J. 
1959-1961 29 11 
    
Rector of Baghdad College, 1960-1964 – Folder 1 of 2, Letters 
to Michael J. McCarthy and others from Hussey 
1960-1964 29 12 
Rector of Baghdad College, 1960-1964 – Folder 2 of 2, Letters 
from Michael J. McCarthy to Hussey 
1960-1964 29 13 
Rector of Baghdad College, 1965-1967 – Folder 1 of 2, Letters 
to Michael J. McCarthy and John Carty from 
Anderson and Pierce  
1965-1967 29 14 
Rector of Baghdad College, 1965-1967 – Folder 1 of 2, Letters 
from Michael J. McCarthy and John Carty to Hussey 
and Anderson 
1965-1966 29 15 
Rector of Baghdad College, Correspondence with Anderson 1963-1969 29 16 
    
Baghdad College Jesuit Faculty, Correspondence and notes 
[Anderson] 
1967-1969 29 17 
Baghdad College Consultor, Correspondence Gibbons and 
O’Brien 
1968-1969 29 18 
Because, until 1961, the Rector of Baghdad College was also the Superior of the Mission, also see:  RG 
11.1 Missions Offices, NEJFM Iraq, Superior of Mission Correspondence. 
 
 
   
Histories:    
Baghdad College History, 1951 1951 29 19 
Short History of Baghdad Mission, 1932-1952 1952, circa 29 20 
Baghdad College and Al Hikma University, A brief 
description 
1960, circa 29 21 
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Promotional Materials:    
Projects, Language Laboratory 1956, circa 29 22 
Publicity 1940s 29 23 
    
 
Statistics:    
Statistics, 1932-1954 1954, circa 29 24 
Statistics, Students and Faculty, 1933-1969 [Reference file] 1969 29 25 
Secondary Education, Baghdad “An Appendix”, 1969 
[O’Brien, statistics for 1960s] 
1969 29 26 
    
See Missions Offices, NEJFM Iraq, Historical Series for 
House Histories 
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A Statement to the Province Planning Office on the Iraq 
Mission 
1968-1969 30-2.5” 
box 
1 
Plan for Iraq Mission, January 1969 1969 30 2 
Report to the New England Province Congress Submitted by 
Task Force 19, The Baghdad Mission, April 3, 1969   
1969 30 3 
Report to the New England Province Congress, Secondary 
Education in Iraq, Submitted by Task Force 19, The 
Baghdad Mission, April 7, 1969.   
1969 30 4 
Task Force Report 26/19, The Lay Apostolate from the 
Baghdad Mission and Summary Statement 
1969 30 5 
Report to the New England Province Congress, Task Force 27, 
Training Program for Mission Personnel, Submitted 
by Task Force 19 The Baghdad Mission, April 9, 1969 
1969 30 6 
Report of Task Force 22, Mission to Islam 1969 30 7 
Notes: Mission to Islam (ICO), Task Force 22 1969 30 8 
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Letters – Missions Offices:    
Correspondence, Anderson and Hussey 1953-1958 31-5” box 1 
Correspondence, Hussey, McDermott and Connell 1960 31 2 
Letters, Hussey to Williams, Folder 1 of 2 1962-1963 31 3 
Letters, Hussey from Williams, Folder 2 of 2 1962-1963 31 4 
Letters, Hussey and Anderson to Williams, Folder 1 of 2 1964-1966 31 5 
Letters, Hussey and Anderson from Williams, Folder 2 of 2 1964-1966 31 6 
Correspondence with financial notes, Anderson, Pierce, 
Williams and Donohue  
1967-1968 31 7 
Correspondence, notes and reports, Anderson and Donohue 
[Anderson] 
1968-1969 31 8 
    
Letters – Provincial’s Office, Boston:     
Correspondence, O’Brien, Guindon and Donohue [O’Brien] 1969 31 9 
Correspondence, O’Brien and Guindon and Donohue 
[O’Brien] 
1970 31 10 
Correspondence, Anderson and Donohue [Anderson] 1969-1973 31 11 
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Iraq Chronologies 
 
~~~~~~~ 
 
Superior of Mission 
 
1932 William A. Rice S.J., Superior 
 
1939 Francis B. Sarjeant S.J., Superior 
 
1945  Edward F. Madaras S.J., Superior 
 
1952 Thomas Hussey S.J., Superior 
 
1961 John J. Williams S.J., Superior 
 
1967  John J. Donohue S.J., Superior 
 
1968/69 Jesuits asked to leave Iraq 
 
~~~~~~~ 
 
Prefect of Studies 
 
1933 J. Edward Coffey, S.J., Prefect of Studies 
 
1936 Francis B. Sarjeant S.J., Prefect of Studies 
 
1939 Francis W. Anderson S.J., Prefect of Studies 
 
1940 John J.A. Devenny S.J., Prefect of Studies 
 
1953 Joseph P. Connell S.J., Prefect of Studies 
 
1954 Robert J. Sullivan, S.J., Prefect of Studies 
 
~~~~~~~ 
 
Prefects of Alumni for Baghdad College 
 
1969-1970 Clarence J. Burby, S.J. and Yusuf H.R. Seferta, S.J.    
 
